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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The inaugural flight of Emirates
Airlines new Boeing 797 departs from Kuala Lumpur at midnight bound for Brisbane carrying a
select crew and only twenty one passengers, all invited celebrities. Three hours into the flight the
passengers are awakened to news that the aircraft has been hijacked. They are debating storming
the flight deck when the aircraft crashes into the Timor Sea near a small island. The aircraft breaks
up but a few souls survive, a German LPGA star, a Brazilian formula one champion, an Australian
tennis star, a retired Japanese diplomat, an Emirates executive, an Irish martial arts star, two
American movie stars, an American businessman and one of the flight attendants, a young Malay
woman. They struggle ashore and other than two in desperate need of medical care, the wait for
rescue may be a vacation in paradise until one of the survivors tells them rescuers will not know
where to look because the hijacker flew below radar for hundreds of miles and evidence points to
the emergency locator transmitters being disabled. Instead of paradise they discover the...
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Basically no words to describe. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to read once more once again later on. You may like just
how the article writer compose this publication.
-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS

Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy
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